
F

F

cLft.l"l -E

Find the value of I-Ef
Lsl l

Rationalise the denominators of the following:
11(')G+T' (ii)tm

3.

4.

b"

6.

7.

8.

9.

tz. what is the value or {6 * ffi ,
.lzz+4+t

If Ji =I.4.4z,then find the value ., rm
rf p = 3and 4 = 5, then find the vatue of 

[j {]'
lr ./r a - pJro = 16 *".6, then find p.

P*.rr* Exercifre 
ChaPter

for sure#uc€ess.." i

1. Isthe number (S+fXS-rE) rationai orirrational?

2, State whether -1+# hes in the negative or positive side on the number line.

simpri& W
If a = 3and b = 5" then find the valu e of ao +bb .

10. Write I formof L999.".
q

ll. Simplifr:,, (#+ i,o tfi*uF

What denomrnator do we obtain after ratronalising the denominator of -$ a

7\t5 -5",17

Find the value of {E -tEG .

Find an irrational number betwe.o I *a ? 
"77

[NCERTExemplorJ

rflors,

ftIOIS; ileERTEremplorJ

IHOTS; ilCERTExemplcrJ

aL
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16. Findthevarueorr, -(;)'[;)' =(;)"

77. Showthat {x?+\p-s x {xa+r1a-r x (xr+P1'-P - r.
18. simplitu ?**'!2*' -t 

,x+L _rx "

19. Find the value ofx, if7'-3 x SLV-B = LZZ5.
20. Find tr.r'o irrational numbers between 0.6 and

0.6s.

-t[ 1 ?l
27. Simplify 6az la+t *64; l.L]

Express rc.Sn inthe - D
torm of 

i,where 
p, q are

integers.

If fi = 1.414 and ,li =1.232, then find the value

of-:l-.:n :1zJt-zJz zJi+zJi

rc ,=*- prove that:
2'-

[,'.])-'[,' .]).(, *;) = n

l+ pt-* + p"-* L+ px-/ + p'-Y

1*;'.-t*'
111

Prove that' G+.E+Gffi.G;F
1t*- 
*6:*15;15"= i

-^ 
g'*'x(3-nl2';2 -rrn Iu 

---=-.Drovethat

(3n xZ)3 729"--

m-n=2"

Evaluate #-E after rationalising
{40 -v80

the denominator given that

& =t.4t4and Jro =3.162

Represent r,67 on the real line.

31.

22. Locate the following numbers on the number
line.

$J'
(iii) .r
If Ji =l.4l4and .6 =L.732, then find the rralue

.f 
# 

upto three places of decimal.

ff *, y, 
" 
*" real numbers, show that

@,ffi^[v*=r.

(ii)rffi
(iv) dT

27.

28.

Showthat ffi"(*),=,
_53

simp,ifv[##]I##]',

If a=6+ZJi, findthevalueof a-1. fnorsj
a

Prove that:

,, (i)-'-,.*'-(*)-i=,
,.., 2n +2n-l 3tlt) _ _ _
"" Zr*r _2, =, IHOTSI

Rationalise the denominator of :6 :
tJz -zJt'

Find the value of a and b if : [NCERTEremplarJ

o> i'lZ-t -JZ+t =a+bJv
,17 +L ,17 -l

(ii) tf -L+=a+bJi
7 *.,1s z +Js

If 3a = S-b =lsl ,then prove that

2ab

b*a

4

i$

i.l

::
l,-

fr
r::

-h



4S. Express O.e +O.i +O.D in the form

and q are integers and q * 0.

41. Evaluate:

llr

42. If a=8+3f and

value of a2 + b2?

e
Lt

48. simpris !U:!.,[s "* -u
Ja2 +b2 +b "-JF -*'

wherep

b=!
a

Jt;*G;;t*E;15',n .E;G

43. If p6=(2* JE)rt2 +(G*Z)r/2 a,d

, then what will be the

INCERf ExemplnrJ

NUA€EER SYS?EMS les l

4s' - ffi =Jio+b'findaand b'

50. If ,=r*Eandy= 
=k, 

findthevalueof

I ny'.

51. Onee a teacher gave sfudents two numbers

,;fu*o *to find the value of sum

of their s{luares, the resulting value of sum of
squares of number will be equal to toffees given
to student who solved it firsicorrectly. Student
who got toffees, distributed to all students" What
values of teacher and students are showing in this
question?

52. Ram's father once asked him, Can you writen
0.47 n 4 for* ", 

47
q '"^"' ss 

- 
? He answere4 "No it is

€. lu t * correct? ]ustifr his answer. Whieh value
99

ofRam depicted?

, =12+Ji)''' -(Ji *z)r/2 th.r,*lo atex2+f .

44" Simplifr the following into a fraetion with rational
denominator. .:_L--'6+G_fr"

45. Simplify

gls+3.914+gt3 4ts +2.414 + 413

3.9rs +rla _rra =;;rs 
+;14 *413

46. showthat tt:!)' @(u:'!' 1d'*")f -,
1*'f *'{-= r '

47" o = a+&ff, findthevalues o f aamdb.
,145 -^124

1" Rational

e.0.1s0Lso0Lsooo1s.". Lo"z 11. fi) # (iD # *r.1
18. 3 x.9. x = 5 20" 0.61010010001... and 0"6110L001.".

,r. ?. 114,6 zs. 3J1*2G ,0. # 31. 2.063

6.3L52 7.70 8" 1

33. 1 36. 9.5 38. (i) o = 0,

L3. 0.4142 t4. 32768

7Sgg7S LS"-4 L6.x=7

2L.-3 23. 0.837 26"343

fiositive B" + o" rn f if (i) 2*.8 s. 2*

,_2fi=-
3

(ii) o= O, b=L

47. o=],0=*

9L7

495

48. *
o'

4L.2 42.2s4 $" 4G *. sG+6.,q+JE:o 
4s. ru60 __L757

4e. o = *,u =# so.2toz

51. 34 Teacher is encouraging students and student shows sharing nature
52. Yes, he is correcf curiosity and awareness.



Chapter e Z

1.

,

4.

5.

o.

7.

8"

9.

Practice Exerciee
for sure uJuCCeSs...

Write the degree of the polynom"f .6.
Given f(x) = 2x3 + 6x2 -2x +9, find f(-t).
If y + lis a faetor of y3 + p,then write the value ofp.
Write the coeffEeient of * in the expansion of (x + 3)3.

If (x + 1) is a factor of p(r) = re8 + o^ 
,, * p,then find the value ofp.

ff x + != 5, then find the valu" of ,2 + { .x x2'

Find the value of polynomial4i - 5x+ 9, when x =

Find the coefficient of y nthe expansion of (2y _ 3)3.
Find the zeros of the polynomial p(r) = q*, -ZS.

rr 4e x2 - u =( z * n |l[z, - t), then find the value of b.\. z/[ z)' . "'.**"-
if p(x) is a polynomial such tt 

"t n[-i )= 
n then find one factor of p(r)"

What is the remainder when p(r) is aii,ia"a by ax - b?

If p(r) = x2 -2fi,x +1, then find the value of p(ZrE).
Find the value of the polynomial x2 - 9 for x = 92. [ffeERTEremplarJ
Find the cornmon factor in the quadratic polynomial 12 + gx + 15 and x2 + 3.x * 10.

fileERTExemplarJ

IN{CERTfremplorJ

[NCERTExcmplorJ

fiYCERTExcmplcrJ

[tCEftTExenrplarJ

fffeERf ExermplarJ

lf xls - 199 is divided byx - l, then find the remainder.

Whatisthevalue of pif x+! isafactor of pi-4px+3?
tf y2 ; Zy -^p = U -S) (/ + Oj for all y, then find the value ofp.
If 4x3 + z I - * -6 is divided by x + 1, then find quotient.
By remainder theorem, find the remainder wh en 3x4 - 4*, * 3x - r is divide,rl by r + 2.

It a2 +\=31, whatisthevalue of o-1t'a2 " o [H0I5J
Find the valu e of 4i + 9y2, if 2x + 3y = lg and xy = 5- IHOTS]

-1 -1 l- 1 21
Evatuate e7) 3(27) , Lni _27i ).
Factorise 27xa +343x.
If (x-+ 3) dMdes p(i=f +qi + 7 andq(x) =* - 4*+ o,the remainderin each case is same.
Find the value of a. i 

fioTsl

1
2

10.

tt.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16"

17.

18"

19.

20.

2t"

22.

23.

24.

25.



,,, ?8. Expand the following using suitable identity:

i,, (,) (+*+--r,)' r,,t [3-+]'
i " \2 4 ) "\x 3)

N, If (r- 1) is a factor of the polynomial
i.
Iri, n(x) = 3f - 4x" - ax + 2, then find the value of 'a'.

!9,- ,Find.p(O), p(1) and p(-2) for following

pSLYNOMSALS lSr I

40. Find the values of a and & so that (z + l) and
(z * l) are factors of za + oz3 + zz2-- 3z'+ b.

41. Without actual division, prove that7;i - 5x3
+ Z* * x +2 is exactly di,uirible by * * 3x + 2.

INCERI ExemplarJ

Factorise ,3 1r * 43+ ,31r - ,1'+ r3(r - s)3.

Simoritu 
(f -y3\'+(f -i\3 n(r3 -r3ft t k- it +@-z)3 +(z-x)3

f *2 + I = 18, then find the value of r' - I "*2 *3'

polynomials:

(i) p(x) = 10r* 4x2 * 3 (ii) p(y) = {y + 2) {y - z)

:,,i#i["''tror what value of m is *3 - z*i + 16 divisible by

42. Expression i + p* - x+ qis eompletelydivided
by (x + 1) and (r + 2). Find the values ofp and q"

x+ 2? $ICEfiTfxemplorJ

I{CERTExemplorJ

What must be added to 2x3 - 4x + 9 to get
sx3 - t3?

Find the value of polynomial p(x) = gl * Sxz *
4x'+3,when (i) * =Ji (ii), =+.
Without actually ealeulating the cubes, find the
value of

(r 1 )3 (t 1 )3 (t 1 \3
li.-1t 1 

nliY-T" 
) 
nli'-i* ) rHorsJ

Factorisex3 +li +3x-7.

Find y2 +{*a yn *4,if y-ry'y"y
If x - 3y - 2z = 0,then prove that

*2 27v2 gz2
- 18"yz nc xy

Simplify by factorisation method

Find the product

(" - *)(,,. *)(*, . #)("^- . #)
using identities, evaluate; 

rflors]

(i) 88 x 112 (ii) (103)3

using only positive value of

Using identity, evaluate

2"8x2"8x2"8- 1.8 x 1.8 x 1.8

2"8 x2.8 + 2.8x 1"8 t 1.8 x l"g
[ileERf Exemplar]

Find a and B, if (r + t) and (x + 2) are faetors of
x" +3f -Zax+fi.
Factorise a7 * ab6,

srmprify: Ol*#,
GD @2 b? )3 +(b2 - cz )3 +k2 -az )3

(n-b)3 +(b-c)3 +(c-a)3

When f(x) = *n - 4i + 8x2 * ax + b isdivided by
r - 1 and x + 1, we get remainder as 10 and 16
respectively. Find the rernainder if f(r) is divided
byx-4"
Find value,of ?'*d 'q',tf (a2 - 4) is factor ofpca
+2a" -3a'+qa-4.
Factorise U3 * li - l1x + 30.

53. uultipty x2 + +f + * + 2xy + xz -Zyzby
(-z+ x*2y).

54. Given a polynomialp{x) = y2 - 5x + 4.

(i) Find the value of the polynomial p(x) at x = Z.

(ii) Check whether 3 is a factor of p(x).

(iii) Factorise p(x).

I
x

4V.4
rl

4

c
g{"

35"

37.

38.

9-zGx-x2
3-t

:-1

,5r*---
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t:;.

57.

The polynomial ai + l* * z and zii - 5x+ a
rvhen divided b), * - 4 leave the same remainder
in each case. Find the value ofa.
Provethat 2x3 +2y3 +zf -6xyz=(x+y+z)
{{r - i2 + tt^ - z)z + {z - x)z!,hence evaluate

Z(t)i +z(e)3 +z(B)3 -6(7) (e) (13).

Find the value of 'a' if (x - a) is a factor of
*s - o'# +2x+a + 3, hence factorise x2 * zax-3"

lf z2 +4 = tt, find the value of ,3 -{, urirg
z' z'

only the positive ,ruto" of 
" 
- l.z

Prove that (a * b + c) - a3 * b3 - c3 = 3 (a + b)

(b + c) (e+ a)" [ilCERf ExcmplarJ

A fruitseller had 94 baskets ofapples and each
trasket had 106 apples. Find total number of
apples in 94 baskets. He found that about 18

apples are rotten in each basket so he charged
amount fi-om customers for good apples only.
What value of fruitseller is depicted in this
question?

Two friends started a business together"

They,decided profit in the share oftheir capital
inveit'ed- If both invested together

{ (6x" + I lr * 35), find their shares

individually. Which mathematical concept

is used in this question? What values are

showing in this question? ' '

6S,

Et.

L 1s z.s4 3,
,?,

L3.27 LA.l 15"

5-5 1 1 t"o)
;,i 4" 4 s. x+i 5. e[;j 7.L 8"e400 e. x+s r.0.0 11"].s 12.1

29 16.-198 L7.-4/3 18.48 Lg.4*+3x-6 20.85 21.5 22,.2M B.-3
3

24.x(3x+7)F* *ZLx+49) 25;o=-5 zo.<il**fr*nr'*ff*ur*sr, 1tD fi * #.+
27.a=L. 28"(i)p(0)=:3,p(1)=3,p(-2)=-39 (ii)p(0)=:4,p(1)=-3,p(-2)=0 2g.m=L

30. (a -Jlilrcz +Jlau+zuz) BL, 3.t' +4x-22 32.(i) rzrE-s fiD 3

rr. r[],-ir)(+, -1,)(*,-i,j 34.(x-lxl + 4x +7'1 3s.(i) 83 (ii) 6887 s7. 
r *3f
x+J3

39. 256o8 
# 39"(i)9856 (ii)L0g2727 4o.a=3, b=*3 42.p=2,q=-2 43. 3rsr(s-t) (t-r) (r-s)

44.d +f t xy) G +l +yz) t* + i +zx) 4s"76 46.1 47.s.=-1,F = 0

48.a(a-b)(a+b)(a2-ab+b2)(o2+b2+ab) a9.(i)(x+1) (ii) (a+b)(b+c)(c+a) S0.s= -L,b=4;i.36

51.p=1andq=-6 52" (x-2)(x+3)(2x-5) 53".t'-sf *S-6xyz 54.(D-2 (ii)No

55.o=l- 56"1"624 57"a=-1 and (x+3) (x- 1) arefactors 58.36 60. 9964,honesty

(3x - 5); middle term splitting; cooperation, proper sharing in profit and mutual understanding"

(iii) (x-a) k- L)

61. {2x + 7) and



Chapter * 3

1. If two ordered pairs (a 3) and (-4, y) are equal, then find the varue of x andy.

Write the abscissa of all thepoints lie on y-axis.

Write the quadrant in which point (-3, 3) lies.
Write the equation of the graph XOlt
Write the equation of the graph y,Oy.

On plottin-g the points O(q,0), A(3, 0), B(3, 4), C(0,4) and joining OA, AB, BC and CO,
name the figure which is obtained.
Find the perpendicular distance of the point p(3,4) from f_axrs.
If-perpen&eular distance of a point from thex-axis be I units along the negative direetionof Y-axis, then 6nd the ordina-te of point p.

Find the distanee of the point p(4, 3) from the origrn.
Find the area of rhe figure obtained on joining points L (0, 4)" M (4, 4), N (4, 0) and o (0, 0).

Name the quadrant in which a point will lie, if both of whose eoordinate, #tf["fff'n'
Write the coordinate of a point whose ordinate i, f, *a abseissa is i. fileERxExamplorJ

13" In figure, ABCD is a square with each side 6 em, o is the mid-point of AB. Find the
eoordinate of A, B, C, D. y tHolsI

.2"
3.

4"

5.

6.

9"

10.

11"

12.

Practice Exerci€e
for sure #ueee5s..

14" Which of the following points lies on X-axis? Which on y,axis?
A ro. 2)" Brs. 5), c(_3, 0), D(0. _3). E(0,1\rl{*ql, g{t s--lE !.i:,)+l=-.--. L-=.r-?-:!-.;-=- =-,-::*

14. Which of the following points lies on X-axis? Which on Y'axis?

A (0, 2), B (5; 6), C (-3;0), D (0, -3), E (0, 4), F (6, 0), G (3' 0)'

7.

8.

15. In which quadrant do the following points lie?

(a) (2, -l)
10. ili,lii'" rir*rs e(0, :), il(i ,i)i, c(+,0)"a1d n ( 

. 1' 
0j on the graph giper' Identifv the figure

ABCD"rrafirawhetherthepoint(2,2)liesinsidethefigureornot?
pfoirt . points A (-3, 3; g13, -:1, i i:, Sl, D (-3, 3) in tlie cartesian plane. Also, find the

length of line segment AB.

(b) (-1,7) (c) (-2, -3)

[ilCERf ExemplarJ

[.U€E?TEteag?<rJ

INCE&I ExemplarJ

(d) (4, s)

17.
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1S. The length of perpen<liculars plvl and pN drararn
frour a point p, on X-axis and y-axis are of 3 and 2
units" Find the coordinates ofpoints B M and N.

lHorsJ
19" Plot tire points

[_r,o], t,.i,, 
),(.,T),(;,,)"*( ;,,)[ 2 ) \2

|oin them and name the figurr"
Locate the points P (2,4), e (7, 4), R.(7, 6) and
S (2, 6) on graph paper. )oin them and name the
figure so formed.

ifthe perpendicular distance ofa point p from the
X-axis is 5 units and the foot of the perpendicular
lies on the negative direetion of X-axis, find the

3f " Find coordinates cf the point:
(i) which lies on both the axes.

IFsorsj

32.

(ii) lvhose abscissa is *4 and lies on X-axis.
(iii) ru.hose ordinate is 5 and lies on y-axis.

Plot the point P(2, -6) on the graph paper and
from it draw PM and PN perpendiculais to
X-axis and )raxis. Write the coordinates of the
point M and N" Also find the distance between
them" fHors]
Plot the points A(4, 0) and B (0,4). |oin A, B to the
origin O. Find the area of AAOB. fflorsl

20.

21.

33.

34.

35"

36.

37.

38.

24.

22.

23.

25.

27.

28.

29.

If the points (*3, a) and (&,4) lie on the straieht
iine with equation y = 4r, find the value of a"ana U.

If the point (3,4) lies on the graph of the
equation 3y = a* + 7, find the value of a.

Does-the point (-3, -3) lie on the line: =/?
|ustifuyour answer.

If the coordinates of the two points are A(-2, 5)
and B (-7, 8), then find (abscissa ofB) - (abseissa
of A).

The distanee of a point from X-axis is 3 units and
from Faxis is 5 units. If the point lies in third
quadrant, find the coordinates of the point.
Plot the point P(4, -6) and from it draw pM
and PN perpendicular to X-axis and y-axis
respectively and find the coordinates of points M
and N.

Plot the points P (-2, I), Q (2, t), R(3, 2) and
S(-i, 2) and write the name of the figure thus
obtained.

Plot the points (-3, 0), (5, 0) and (0,4) on
cartesian plane. Name the figure formed by
joining these points and find its area.

A point lies on the X-axis at a distance 5 units
from Y-axis on the right of the origin. What are
its coordinates? What will be the coordinates if
it lies on the Y-axis at a distance of 5 units from
I-gh below theorigin? Ifjoining these points in
both condition, then find the distince between

Plot the points P(2,0), Q(5,0) and S(2,3). Find
the coordinates of the points R such that peRS is
square.

Three yertices ofrectangle are (-1, l), (5, t) and
(5,3). Plot these points and find the coordinates
ofthe fourth vertex.

Find some ordered pairs (a7) such that
x * 3y = g, and plot them. How many such
ordered pairs can be plotted and found?
Write the coordinate of the vertices of a square
whose each side is 5 units, one vertex at (2-, 1) and
all the vertex lie in the same quadrant. Also write
the name of quadrant.

Draw the quadrilateral with vertices (4,4),
(*61 0), (-4, -4), (-2, 0). Name the type of
quadrilateral and find its area.

26.

39. On Independence day, a teacher marked four
points O(0,0), A(6,0), B(6, 5) and C(0,5) on the
ground. He said students to decorate boundary
formed by joining these points with the floweis to
make a beautiful stage. What shape is obtained?
What values of a teacher and students are
depicting in this question?

On New Year, students of a school thought to
make New Year cards to give teachers urd th.i,
parents. They decorate a figure on the cards
which is formed by joining the points (-4,4),
(-6, 0), (-4, *4) and (-2,0). Find the area and
perimeter of figure so obtained. Mention the
yalues of students in this question.

30.

them.

40.

[Hors]

y-coordinate of point P"
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i / r\
i1c. ie sq. units 11. m Quadrant 12. 

[L ;J !.3. A (-3, 0), B (3, 0), C (3, 6) and D (-3, 6) I"4" on X-axis C,

Li c uoa y-axis, A, D E 15. (a) IV euadiant (ti) u Quadrant (c) III Quadrant (d) I Quadrant 16. Parallelogram,

:ii(2,2) lies inside the figure 17. 6 units 18. P(2, 3), M(2,0), N(0, 3) n9. Pentagon 2S' Rectangle

S.lIQuadrant 4.y=0 5'x=0 6"Rectangle 7"3 8'-B 9"5units

i5
i.;er- S or-S 22. o =*!2, b = L 29. a =; 24. Yes 25. -5 26. (*5, -3) 27" M(4, 0), N(0, -6)3r_

parallelogram 29" Triangle; 16 sq. units 30. (5, 0), (0, -5); 5{2 units 31" (i) (0,0) (ii) (-4, 0) (iii) (0, 5)

M(2, 0), N (0, -6); 2f0 units 33. 8 sq. units 34" (5, 3) 35. (-1, 3) 36" Infinitely many, (0, 2), (6,0), (3, l")

. f/, 1), (7,6), (2,6); I quadrant 38- Rhombus; 16 sq. units

. Rectangle; teacher wants to clear the concept of coordinate and unite the students; Students show their

iEtooperation 40. 16 sq. units; 12.'8 unitsi creative work and way to show respect and honour"

ints of Seleeted Questions

9"

10.

a =J+2 +32 =ffi =JE=5 sq. units

Area of figure = Area of square

= (4)2 = 16 sq. units'

By plotting the point (2, 2) on graph paper,

we will cheek whether this point lie in the

figure or not"

Length of AB = l*31 + l3l = 3 + 3 = 6 units

1*gAxOB=Lo4oa
Area of a eOB =i z

= 8 sq" units
At point (-3, a);

a=4(-3) + o=-L2
At point (b,4);

4=4xb =+ b=L
1

Area of triangle =lx9x 4 = 16 sq' units

Distance between the Points

=, =.!xi-:t.=S.Eunits
Distance between the Points

= Jo' * 22 =",b6;A = Jao = 2r[o units

38. Area of rhohbus =L* o, x d, =L o 4 x I

= 16 sq. units

17"

t8.

29"

30.



TEST YOTJRSELF

Chapter r 4

Max. Marks:50

1. check whether the equation x{x - z) - 2x + y + g = 0 is a linear equation or not.

2. \4rrite the equation 7 = 3 in the standard form of linear equation in tw,o variables.
)'73' \&'ritetheequation i*- u - ' lqtheformofax +by+c=o.Alsofindthevaluesof4 bande.3'5

4. How many solution(s) of the linear equation;r = 5x + g has?

5. Ifthe point (2, -t)lies on 2x + ky= 3, th.n findthevalue of /e.

6" \,Vhich of the following is a solution of the equation 2.r _ 3y = S?

(i) (-2, -3; (ii) (4,6)

7. At what point the graph of the linear equati on -2x + y -- l0 cuts the y-axis?

8. Write anytwo solutions of 3x- 2y = 6"

9" Draw the graph of the equation x * 3y = 15. From the graph, find the value of7, when * = 3.

10" Give the geometric representation of 5 = -3+ as equation in one variable.
2

Give the geometric representation of x = 6 as an equation;

(i) in one variable (ii) in two variables

Find the value of k, so that (1, -l)is the solution of 2x + ky : tg" Find.rwo more solutions of
the given eguation.

Draw the graph of the equation +. += l. AIso, find the area of the triangle formed by510
the line and the coordinate axes.

How many solution(s) of the linear equation 2y + 3 = 5y - g arethere on the:

(i) Number line (ii) Cartesian plane

Draw a triangle whose sides are represented bf x = 0, y =0 and x + y = g in the cartesian plane.

Also find the coordinates of the vertices,

lt,

12.

13.

14.

15.
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20.

L. Not Z.O.x+y-3=0 t.1r-y-t=0,o=l,O=-1,c=+ 4.trnfinitesotutisns 5.k=1

6. (i) yes (iD No z. (0, 10) 8. (0, -3), (t,?) e"y=4 LZ" k=-rz, (0,ff),tr,-rl 13.2s sq. units

14. (i) Only one solution (ii) Infinitely nrany solutions 15. (0, 8), (0, 0), (8, 0) 15" 4 sq. units 17. < 7500

18.x* 3y= 0 and 2x -5y* L5 = 0;45 yrs, 1-5 yrs 19.lnfinitely many solutions, (0, -15)
20. (i) y = 2x (ii) 100 (iii) Sense of sharing, patriotism, cooperation.

I S te I Exam }v,{ate MATHE&€ATECS CLASS g

Drar,r, the graph of the following equations on the same graph paper: x * y = 0, x + y = 6,

y = 
"0 

and x = 2" Also, find the area enclosed between these lines.

The cost of a calculator is { 500. Write a linear equation, when the cost of.x calculators is { y. Draw the grap}r of

this equation. Also find the cost of 15 such calculators from the graph.

I am three times as old as my daughter. 5 years later, I shall be two and half times as old as my daughter. Thking

my age as r ),ears and age of my daughter as y years. Write the linear equations so formed. Draw graph and find

the ages ofboth.
t?

Draw &e graph of the equation ,(l - il + A = iU 
+ 5) +2 on the cartesian plane. Explain the number of

solutioa(s) and find the coordinate of point where graptr euts the Faxisl -' 
,

On Independence day, [ogeshwar fistributed ladoos in worker's eolony. He &stributed 2ladoos to eaeh. Tating

number of workers as r and total ladoos distributed as y"

(i) Form a linear equation.

(ii) From graph, find number of workers ffhe distributed2il}laddos.

(iii) What value is depieted by )ogeshwar in this question?

oa

16.

17.

18.


